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GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR VEGETABLE SPRAYS 
WITH LEADING EDGE SPRAYER TECHNOLOGY 

 
Mark Ledebuhr,  Ledebuhr Industries 

 
Description: Vegetable canopy targeting concepts, using air assist to your maximum advantage, how to 
benefit responsibly from small droplet spectra, and how to assess what is good coverage with Low 
Volume & Ultra Low Volume air assisted sprayers. 
 
OUTLINE: 
 
Background: Three fundamentals of Good Control: Chemistry, Timing, and Targeting.  
 Chemistry: if it doesn’t work, everything else is irrelevant 

Timing: “worst sprayer, timed well will do better than the best sprayer, time poorly” Old adage, 
but still true. High capacity machines make it easier to hit spray windows- Application Timing is 
definitely affected by technology! 

increases the efficacy of the individual application 
reduces followup sprays 
These increases packout 

Targeting: Today’s topic. Maximizing coverage with technology. The goal of all spray 
applications should be: : 

Slide 1: Maximize application of material on the plant 
Slide 2: Maximize the Minimum Area covered to get adequate control (Add picture of 
deep canopy) 
Slide 3:Minimizing off-target application, i.e.: drip and drift  

 Technology: What’s out there to choose from?  
  Not included in this talk: Aerial Applications, Air Inclusion Nozzles 

Air booms: Jacto (Brazil), Hardi Twin (Netherlands), Kydnestoft (Canada), Degania 
(Israel) 
Electrostatic (ESS (USA) Progressive Grower Technologies (USA) 
Air Atomizing (Airtec (USA), Spray-air (Canada) Berthoud 
Rotary Atomizers (Proptec (USA), Micron (UK),  

 Considerations in choosing a small droplet, air-assisted spray technology.  
  Canopy considerations 
  Label volume restrictions/ chemistry requirements (concentrations)  
  Physical limitations-  

can machine reliably apply at 5 GPA, or at 100 if necessary?  
Can machine handle highly concentrated materials, especially WP formulations 
and nutritionals? 

Carrier air- is there an adequate quantity to push the spray into the canopy at the 
groundspeed you want to run at?  
Service intervals and maintenance costs 



Targeting Concepts: what increases coverage?  
  Small droplets 
  Canopy penetration 
  Air assistance 
  Electrostatic effect 
  
 Small droplets versus large droplets and coverage 

Slide of glass panes: 1 fogged, 1 sprayed- use pane of glass on gram scale to show 
difference.  

  Slide of drip edge on leaf with water accumulated 
Slide of “Pesticide Pizza” 50 micron drop versus a 500 Micron mite in relative size.  
 

 Canopy penetration- Large droplet “bullet” versus small droplet “feather” 
Slide of bullet and “line of site concept” versus feather (cottonwood fluff?) 
 

 Air assistance- why is this important? : 
  Creates droplets (Air-atomizing and air shear type sprayers) 

Moves droplets into canopy and out of ambient winds 
VERY IMPORTANT! Adds air turbulence to move droplets more- greatly increases 
chances of deposition. 
Ruffles canopy to expose more leaf and fruit surface  
 
“...we believe air-assisted spraying is the most efficient way to spray. Research in Brazil 
and North America shows conclusively that by using this technology, farmers can obtain 
better coverage, reduce their spraying costs, and achieve substantial drift reduction.” 
Jacto sprayers 
 

 Electrostatic effects: 
  Adds INDUCED, negative charge to droplets. Droplets become attracted to  
  Short range motive force 
  Effectiveness increases as droplet size decreases. 
 
For a copy of this presentation, call or email: Mark Ledebuhr 866-641-4671. mark@proptec.com 
 
Other Manufacturers: 
www.proptec.com 
www.airtecsprayers.com 
www.micron.co.uk 
www.caseIH.com 
www.oxbocorp.com 
www.berthoud.com 
www.hardi.com 
www.kydestoft.dk 
www.jacto.com 
 
Dr. Robert Wolf’s application technology project: 
www.bae.ksu.edu/faculty/wolf/ 
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Getting the most from Getting the most from 
your vegetable sprays your vegetable sprays 

with leading edge with leading edge 
sprayer technologysprayer technology

Mark Ledebuhr, Mark Ledebuhr, 
Ledebuhr Industries, IncLedebuhr Industries, Inc

GL Expo 2009 GL Expo 2009 

Start with the fundamentals of Start with the fundamentals of 
good disease control with good disease control with 

pesticide applicationpesticide application

Good Control is a combination of : Good Control is a combination of : 
Ch iCh iChemistryChemistry
TimingTiming
TargetingTargeting

ChemistryChemistry

If it doesn’t work, everything else is If it doesn’t work, everything else is 
irrelevant!  irrelevant!  

Timing: Timing: 

"The "The worstworst sprayer, timed well, is sprayer, timed well, is 
better than the better than the best best sprayer, sprayer, 

timed poorly"timed poorly"
High capacity machines make it easier to hit spray High capacity machines make it easier to hit spray 
windowswindows-- Application Timing is definitely affected by Application Timing is definitely affected by 
technology! (buy the highest capacity machine you can technology! (buy the highest capacity machine you can 
afford)afford)
Increases the efficacy of the individual applicationIncreases the efficacy of the individual application
reduces need for followup spraysreduces need for followup sprays
These increase pack outThese increase pack out

Targeting: Today’s topicTargeting: Today’s topic

Maximizing coverage with Maximizing coverage with 
technology The goal of all spraytechnology The goal of all spraytechnology. The goal of all spray technology. The goal of all spray 
applications should be: applications should be: 

Targeting:Targeting:

Maximize application of material Maximize application of material ONON the the 
plantplant
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Targeting:Targeting:

Maximize the Maximize the Minimum Area CoveredMinimum Area Covered to to 
get adequate controlget adequate control

A

B

C

Targeting Example: Targeting Example: 
MSU MSU Copper Tracer StudiesCopper Tracer Studies-- tomatotomato

D

Targeting Example: Targeting Example: 
Copper DepositionCopper Deposition-- MSU TomatoMSU Tomato

Target Target 
PositionPosition

Boom SprayerBoom Sprayer
D4D4--25 nozzles25 nozzles

Air assistedAir assisted
Rotary AtomizationRotary Atomization

Upper targetUpper target
A surfaceA surface .39.39 .48.48

Upper target Upper target 
B surfaceB surface 0404 3838B surfaceB surface .04.04 .38.38

Lower targetLower target
C surfaceC surface .18.18 .34.34

Lower targetLower target
D surfaceD surface .00.00 .21.21

GrandGrand
MeansMeans .15.15 .33.33

Targeting Example: Targeting Example: 
Disease ControlDisease Control-- MSU TomatoMSU Tomato

Disease 
Rating: 2.28 Disease 

Rating: 1.49

Disease 
Rating: 5.45

Targeting:Targeting:

Minimizing offMinimizing off-- target application, i.e.: target application, i.e.: 
d ift d i d th d d itd ift d i d th d d itdrift, drip, and other ground depositsdrift, drip, and other ground deposits

This is Drift...This is Drift...

Drift

The spray material that escapes the canopy (or 
never gets there in the first place) and disperses 
into ambient air currents.
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Technology: what’s out there to Technology: what’s out there to 
choose from?choose from?

Not included: Aerial Applications, hydraulic Not included: Aerial Applications, hydraulic 
spray nozzles, cannons, drop nozzles, hi spray nozzles, cannons, drop nozzles, hi 
pressure, hi volume sprays,  spray nozzles, pressure, hi volume sprays,  spray nozzles, 
and air inclusion nozzlesand air inclusion nozzles
For Information on optimal use of these For Information on optimal use of these 
technologies, visit Dr. Robert Wolf’s website at technologies, visit Dr. Robert Wolf’s website at 
Kansas State U. Kansas State U. 

5 technologies we will consider:5 technologies we will consider:

Technology: what’s out there to Technology: what’s out there to 
choose from?choose from?

1)1) Air Booms:Air Booms:
Hardi Twin (NL)Hardi Twin (NL)
Jacto (BR)Jacto (BR)Jacto (BR)Jacto (BR)
Kydestoft (NL) Kydestoft (NL) 
Degania (IL)Degania (IL)

Technology: Air Booms. How do Technology: Air Booms. How do 
they work? they work? 

Traditional nozzles; spray forced into the Traditional nozzles; spray forced into the 
canopy with intersecting airstream.canopy with intersecting airstream.

Technology: What’s out there?Technology: What’s out there?

2) Ai2) Airr Atomizing sprayersAtomizing sprayers
Airtec (USA)Airtec (USA)
Spra Air (USA)Spra Air (USA)Spray Air (USA)Spray Air (USA)
Berthoud (France)Berthoud (France)
CIMA (Italy)CIMA (Italy)

Technology: Air Atomizing Technology: Air Atomizing 
sprayers. How do they work?sprayers. How do they work?

Pressurized air mixes with spray in a Pressurized air mixes with spray in a 
chamber inside the nozzle. Turbulence at chamber inside the nozzle. Turbulence at 
exit creates fine droplets.exit creates fine droplets.

Technology: What’s out there?Technology: What’s out there?

3) 3) Electrostatic/Air atomizingElectrostatic/Air atomizing
Electrostatic Electrostatic 

Spra ing S stemsSpra ing S stemsSpraying SystemsSpraying Systems
OnOn--TargetTarget
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Technology: Electrostatic Technology: Electrostatic 
sprayers. How do they work?sprayers. How do they work?

Air atomizing Air atomizing 
nozzle with nozzle with 
charging charging 
electrode at electrode at 
exitexit

Technology: What’s out there?Technology: What’s out there?
4) Air Assisted Rotary Atomizers.4) Air Assisted Rotary Atomizers.

Proptec Proptec 
Atomizers (USA)Atomizers (USA)
TurbofanTurbofanTurbofan Turbofan 
Atomizers(UK) Atomizers(UK) 

Technology: Rotary Technology: Rotary 
Atomizers. How do they work?Atomizers. How do they work?

Spinning cage or cup makes spray by Spinning cage or cup makes spray by 
centripetal force.centripetal force.
Droplet size based on speed, not flow rate.Droplet size based on speed, not flow rate.
Very high volume, highly turbulent air Very high volume, highly turbulent air 
generated by axial fan attached to atomizer.generated by axial fan attached to atomizer.

Technology: What’s out there. Technology: What’s out there. 
One honorable mention:One honorable mention:
5) AIM COMMAND SYSTEM from CASE IH.5) AIM COMMAND SYSTEM from CASE IH.
PulsedPulsed--width modulationwidth modulation of spray.of spray.

Use Use standardstandard nozzles & components for nozzles & components for 
complete rate control while maintainingcomplete rate control while maintainingcomplete rate control while maintaining complete rate control while maintaining 
droplet size, or adjustment of droplet size, or adjustment of 
droplet sizedroplet size
to match to match 
conditions.conditions.

Capstan Synchro Nozzle
AIM Command nozzleAIM Command nozzle

For low volume applications, 
and variable rate, adjustment of 
droplets based on field zone!

Considerations in choosing a Considerations in choosing a 
small droplet, airsmall droplet, air--assisted spray assisted spray 
technology.technology.

the factors you should consider when the factors you should consider when 
choosing what sprayer is right for your choosing what sprayer is right for your g p y g yg p y g y
needs and conditionsneeds and conditions
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Considerations in choosing a Considerations in choosing a 
small droplet, airsmall droplet, air--assisted spray assisted spray 
technology.technology.

1) Canopy considerations1) Canopy considerations-- You HAVE to You HAVE to 
have canopy! The smaller the drops, the have canopy! The smaller the drops, the py p ,py p ,
more important this is!more important this is!

Considerations in choosing a Considerations in choosing a 
small droplet, airsmall droplet, air--assisted spray assisted spray 
technology.technology.

Label volume restrictions/ chemistry Label volume restrictions/ chemistry 
requirements (concentrations)requirements (concentrations)q ( )q ( )

Considerations in choosing a Considerations in choosing a 
small droplet, airsmall droplet, air--assisted spray assisted spray 
technology.technology.

Label volume restrictions: Label volume restrictions: 
what is the Law? what is the Law? 

D h li it ti " ff l b l"D h li it ti " ff l b l"Do you have limitations on "off label" Do you have limitations on "off label" 
applications due to GAP requirements or other applications due to GAP requirements or other 
customer requirements? customer requirements? 

Will you have the flexibility to do everything you Will you have the flexibility to do everything you 
need with one machine? need with one machine? 

Considerations in choosing a Considerations in choosing a 
small droplet, airsmall droplet, air--assisted spray assisted spray 
technology.technology.

Physical Requirements: Physical Requirements: 
How low can the sprayer go? Can it handle How low can the sprayer go? Can it handle 
thick and chunky concentrated WP's? thick and chunky concentrated WP's? 
Will concentrating require excessive filter Will concentrating require excessive filter g qg q
maintenance or nozzle unclogging? maintenance or nozzle unclogging? 
Will the agitation system be able to stir it? Will the agitation system be able to stir it? 
Will the technology actually be able to make Will the technology actually be able to make 
spray out of it? spray out of it? 
How is the spray proportionedHow is the spray proportioned-- do all nozzles do all nozzles 
get the same material?get the same material?

Considerations in choosing a Considerations in choosing a 
small droplet, airsmall droplet, air--assisted spray assisted spray 
technology.technology.

CARRIER AIRCARRIER AIR-- Is there an adequate quantity Is there an adequate quantity 
to push the spray all the way into the canopy at to push the spray all the way into the canopy at 
the speed you want to travel? Are the nozzles the speed you want to travel? Are the nozzles 
optimal for your cropping system?optimal for your cropping system?optimal for your cropping system? optimal for your cropping system? 

Considerations spray technology,Considerations spray technology,
Carrier air versus spray deposits.Carrier air versus spray deposits.

“The sprayers with the greatest deposit tended to be of “The sprayers with the greatest deposit tended to be of 
a design that produced high velocities/volumes of air.” a design that produced high velocities/volumes of air.” 
Womac et al.Womac et al.
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Considerations in choosing a Considerations in choosing a 
small droplet, airsmall droplet, air--assisted spray assisted spray 
technology.technology.

SERVICE and Maintenance Issues, operating SERVICE and Maintenance Issues, operating 
costs: does it need to be cleaned regularly to costs: does it need to be cleaned regularly to 
operate correctly? operate correctly? 
How important is chem filtration? How important is chem filtration? 
How long will it last between major services? How long will it last between major services? 
If Hydraulic powered, does it have adequate If Hydraulic powered, does it have adequate 
cooling, overheat protection, and safety cooling, overheat protection, and safety 
shutoffs to operate safely in any condition? shutoffs to operate safely in any condition? 
If Compressed air is used, what is the life of the If Compressed air is used, what is the life of the 
compressor, filters, etc.?compressor, filters, etc.?

Targeting Concepts: What Targeting Concepts: What 
increases Coverage?increases Coverage?

Small dropletsSmall droplets
Canopy penetrationCanopy penetration
Air assistanceAir assistanceAir assistanceAir assistance
Electrostatic effectElectrostatic effect

Targeting Concepts: Small Targeting Concepts: Small 
dropletsdroplets

more uniform coverage, better MINIMUM more uniform coverage, better MINIMUM 
coverage, with much less spray solutioncoverage, with much less spray solution

Left: Dilute Coverage, 
at least 6X more fluid!

Right: Low Volume, Small Drop 
Coverage- nearly undetectable, 
covered to the edges

Targeting Concepts: Why Targeting Concepts: Why 
Small DropletsSmall Droplets

dilute spray often results in "sheet flow" with dilute spray often results in "sheet flow" with 
high concentration on one edge of leaf. Risks high concentration on one edge of leaf. Risks 
of phytotoxicity and poor spray distribution of phytotoxicity and poor spray distribution 
overall Does not happen with small dropletsoverall Does not happen with small dropletsoverall. Does not happen with small dropletsoverall. Does not happen with small droplets

High concentration on trailing edge
Dilute drops dry with high active 
concentration at edge-
poor distribution

Targeting Concepts: Droplet Targeting Concepts: Droplet 
Size ComparisonSize Comparison

Particle sizeParticle size
(micron)(micron)

ComparativeComparative
sizesize

Time to fall Time to fall 
10 ft.10 ft.

(seconds)(seconds)

Drift in 3 Drift in 3 
mph windmph wind

(feet)(feet)

Droplets/inDroplets/in22

At 1 gpaAt 1 gpa

22
55

DryDry
FogFog

25,40025,400
4,0704,070

112,000112,000
18,00018,000

144,060,000144,060,000
9,220,0009,220,000

1010 WetWet 1 0201 020 4 5004 500 1 152 5001 152 5001010
4040

WetWet
FogFog

1,0201,020
6464

4,5004,500
280280

1,152,5001,152,500
18,00018,000

5050
100100

MistyMisty
RainRain

4040
1111

175175
4848

9,2209,220
1,1521,152

200200
400400

LightLight
RainRain

4.24.2
1.91.9

1919
88

144144
1818

500500
10001000

ModerateModerate
RainRain

0.90.9
0.850.85

77
55

99
11

Targeting Concepts: Why Targeting Concepts: Why 
Small DropletsSmall Droplets

there IS enough chemical in a small there IS enough chemical in a small 
droplet to do the job!!! droplet to do the job!!! 
consider the following: consider the following: gg

Two-Spotted Mite: 500 Microns 

50 micron Drop: 
a personal pan pizza
of pure poison!
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Targeting Concepts: Canopy Targeting Concepts: Canopy 
Penetration: what size drops will Penetration: what size drops will 
make it inside the canopy?make it inside the canopy?

Large droplet= bullet, can only travel lineLarge droplet= bullet, can only travel line--
of sight from nozzle regardless of air.of sight from nozzle regardless of air.
150 plus microns150 plus micronspp

small droplet = feathersmall droplet = feather--like, follows air like, follows air 
into canopyinto canopy
Sub 150 micronSub 150 micron

Targeting Concepts: Canopy Targeting Concepts: Canopy 
Penetration: what size drops will Penetration: what size drops will 
make it inside the canopy?make it inside the canopy?

canopy penetration: once you’ve got canopy penetration: once you’ve got 
small droplets, it's all about the air! small droplets, it's all about the air! 
Air opens the canopy and carries the Air opens the canopy and carries the p pyp py
spray in.spray in.
“Brownian motion": small droplets giggle “Brownian motion": small droplets giggle 
and wiggle around, tend to go where the and wiggle around, tend to go where the 
air takes them and deposit.air takes them and deposit.

Targeting Concepts: Air Targeting Concepts: Air 
assistanceassistance

Why is air assistance important? Besides  Why is air assistance important? Besides  
moving small droplets into the canopy, and moving small droplets into the canopy, and 
creating the drops in some technologies, it also creating the drops in some technologies, it also 
gets them and out of ambient winds!gets them and out of ambient winds!gets them and out of ambient winds!gets them and out of ambient winds!

Targeting Concepts: Air Targeting Concepts: Air 
assistanceassistance

Air assistance: How good it is can be Air assistance: How good it is can be 
quantified by velocity, volume, turbulencequantified by velocity, volume, turbulence

Targeting Concepts: Air Targeting Concepts: Air 
assistanceassistance

velocity: important in air atomizers and other sprayers velocity: important in air atomizers and other sprayers 
moving low volumes of airmoving low volumes of air
Droppers and focusing nozzles can significantly Droppers and focusing nozzles can significantly 
increase increase 
canopy penetration in canopy penetration in 
technologies that have technologies that have 
lower air volumeslower air volumes--
INVERSE Square lawINVERSE Square law

Targeting Concepts: Air Targeting Concepts: Air 
assistanceassistance

Volume: Correlates positively with Volume: Correlates positively with 
increased coverage, increased coverage, 
drift reduces with increased air volumedrift reduces with increased air volume
Critically important in very thick canopies!Critically important in very thick canopies!
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Targeting Concepts: Air Targeting Concepts: Air 
assistanceassistance
Turbulence:Turbulence: the ability of the air to ruffle the leaves the ability of the air to ruffle the leaves 
and wrap around the backsides of solid objects. and wrap around the backsides of solid objects. 
Increases overall deposition and MINIMUM Increases overall deposition and MINIMUM 
coverage. The secret weapon of air assist sprayers!coverage. The secret weapon of air assist sprayers!

Targeting Concepts: Targeting Concepts: 
Electrostatic effectsElectrostatic effects

Adds induced charge (extra electrons) to Adds induced charge (extra electrons) to 
spray drops. Electrically charged droplet spray drops. Electrically charged droplet 
motivated toward ground (plant is motivated toward ground (plant is 
grounded)grounded)

Targeting Concepts: Targeting Concepts: 
Electrostatic effectsElectrostatic effects

Electrostatic is most effective with Electrostatic is most effective with 
smaller droplets, typically 50 micron and smaller droplets, typically 50 micron and 
lower. With larger dropets, gravity and lower. With larger dropets, gravity and 
momentum overwhelm electrostatic momentum overwhelm electrostatic 
attraction. Well suited to airattraction. Well suited to air--atomizers.atomizers.

Targeting Concepts: Targeting Concepts: 
Electrostatic effectsElectrostatic effects

short range motive forceshort range motive force-- you have to get you have to get 
the droplets very close with air for the the droplets very close with air for the 
electrostatic effect to work. electrostatic effect to work. 
Very important to balance airspeed with Very important to balance airspeed with 
groundspeed to allow mist to fully groundspeed to allow mist to fully 
penetrate canopy.penetrate canopy.

Summary: Which one is right Summary: Which one is right 
for me?for me?

evaluate your situation. Important factors evaluate your situation. Important factors 
include:include:
the crops you grow and their canopy the crops you grow and their canopy 
characteristics, characteristics, 
Your field capacity requirements, Your field capacity requirements, 
the customers that you sell to and the the customers that you sell to and the 
limitations they put on you, limitations they put on you, 
your willingness and ability to do preventative your willingness and ability to do preventative 
maintenance, and maintenance, and 
your comfort with technology. your comfort with technology. 
Do not be afraid to ask questions in advance! Do not be afraid to ask questions in advance! 

Summary: Which one is right Summary: Which one is right 
for me?for me?

Do your homework! There is a mountain Do your homework! There is a mountain 
of research on the web. of research on the web. 
Ask the manufacturer to provide you with Ask the manufacturer to provide you with p yp y
proof, and to review your needs proof, and to review your needs 
thoroughly with your dealer before you thoroughly with your dealer before you 
buy .buy .
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Summary: What will you get in Summary: What will you get in 
return for doing all this?return for doing all this?

Better packouts, Better packouts, 
lower chemical bills, lower chemical bills, 
reduced drift risks, reduced drift risks, 
more flexible spray windowsmore flexible spray windowsmore flexible spray windows. more flexible spray windows. 
With adequate acreage, a wellWith adequate acreage, a well--chosen sprayer chosen sprayer 
will pay for itself in savings in 2will pay for itself in savings in 2--3 years in most 3 years in most 
situations when you take into account the situations when you take into account the 
reduced labor, reduced depreciation by reduced labor, reduced depreciation by 
reducing the number of sprayers required, reducing the number of sprayers required, 
reduced chemical and fertilizer inputs, and reduced chemical and fertilizer inputs, and 
increased pack outs. increased pack outs. 

Thank you! Thank you! 

Appreciation to Dr. Robert Wolf, Hardi Appreciation to Dr. Robert Wolf, Hardi 
Sprayers, ESS sprayers, Richard Sprayers, ESS sprayers, Richard p y , p y ,p y , p y ,
Ledebuhr, Dr.Al Womac, Micron Ledebuhr, Dr.Al Womac, Micron 
Sprayers, Dr. Gary Van Ee, and the other Sprayers, Dr. Gary Van Ee, and the other 
manufacturers mentioned in this manufacturers mentioned in this 
presentation. presentation. 



AJC CONSULTING

Chad Gruden

Sales

AJC CONSULTING, INC.

• Farm Works Dealer

• Service Farm Works and John Deere software
and Precision Ag hardware.

Crumbaugh Farms Partnership

• 7700 Acres of Cash Crop - Corn, Soybeans,
and Wheat

• 250 Acres of Banana Peppers

• 2- Swine finishing barns (4800 head each)

Farm Works Software
Office Solutions Field Solutions

• Trac (Record Keeping)

• Site (GPS, Mapping)

• Funds (Accounting)

• Pro (Advanced

Mapping Analysis)

• Trac Mate

• Site Mate (Basic,

Scouting, VRA and
Multi VRA)

• Guide Mate

What do we use Farm Works for?

• Mapping Fields

• Soil testing

• Variable Rate Fertilizer Application (VRA)

• Field Scouting

• Record Keeping

Mapping Fields

• Boundaries

• Yield Maps

• Soil Types

• Creating Prescription Maps



Mapping Fields
Boundaries

Mapping Fields
Boundaries

Mapping Fields
Boundaries

Mapping Fields
Yield Maps

Mapping Fields
Soil Type Maps

Mapping Fields
Soil Type Maps and Yield Maps



Mapping Fields
Creating Prescription Maps

Soil Sampling
Grid Sampling

Soil Sampling
Grid Sampling

Variable Rate Fertilizer
Application

Field Scouting and Record
Keeping

• Gives you a portable data-entry
solution for field records

• Easy to use “touch screen” interface

• Enter field and weather conditions
for chemical reporting

• Integrates with Site Mate to combine
field records with GPS maps to
compute the total number of acres
covered

Record Keeping

• Field record-keeping

• Field histories

• Chemical seed & fertilizer
reports

• Planning

• Flexible reporting for FSA,
crop insurance and more

• Equipment records



What can you use Farm Works for?

• Field Mapping

• Soil Sampling and VRA Fertilizer Application

• Field Scouting

• Record Keeping

• Accounting

Farm Funds

• Field and Livestock Enterprise
Statements help producers make
management decisions

• Inventory tracking

• Schedule F, payroll, balance
sheets and more

• Flexible and able to edit
transactions if mistakes are made

• Integrated with Trac and Site

In Field Hardware

Juno
Nomad

Yuma

Thank You

Questions?

Farm Works booth #344



MEETING THE CHALLENGES OF  
SPRAYING ORGANIC MATERIALS 

 
Mark Ledebuhr,Ledebuhr Industries 

 
Description: Good spraying is critically important to organic production systems! Review of currently 
available sprayer technology to survive and thrive when having to spray thick and chunky nutritionals like 
fish emulsion, live organisms, and compost teas. Strategies to optimize coverage for optimal plant 
nutrient uptake and maximize effectiveness of contact-sensitive materials. 
 
Overview: The big issues that are especially important to organic growers when spraying 

Minimum coverage: 
Uptime/High Productivity 
Residue management 
Spray material viability  
Abrasiveness of materials (DE) 

 
Section 1: Organic spray materials and their issues 
Fish emulsion 
Seaweed/kelp emulsions 
Compost teas 
Foliar fertilizers 
 Issues:  Thick and chunky 
  Tendency to Congeal, temperature sensitive 
  Using adequate water to deliver may result in high losses in dilute runoff 
 
Oils 
Salts 

Issues: Uniform Droplet distribution critical- may cause phytotoxicity in extreme concentrations- 
“spraying to drip”  
Non- water-like solutions change performance of spray nozzles, cause calibration irregularities.  

   
Contact-sensitive materials: 
 Issues: Useless or low utility without great coverage 
 
Live organisms 
 Eggs 
 Nematodes 

Friendly bacteria and fungi  
 
Issues: live organisms are fragile! Highly susceptible to shear and rupture.  
Do not work well with: piston and diaphragm pumps (high shear as fluid passes through pump 
valves.) High pressure systems, very small nozzles 

 



Generally work well with: floodjet and Turbo style nozzles, air shear/air atomizing, cup style 
rotary atomizers*   
 

Diatomaceous Earth “tiny swords of pure slicon” 
 Excellent insecticide/miticide 
 Ideal dusted, but careful with worker protection issues 
 Massively abrasive to pumps and nozzles! 
 
Clay (Kaolinite, bentonite, others) 
 Viscosity and foam are the issues 
 
Pheremones! 
 Mating disruption is the wave of the future 
 Molecules heavier than air 
 Best sprayed in the tops of the trees 
 
Ozone & oxygen generation technology: chemically derived (Oxidate) or electrically derived (ozone 
generators). Both highly contact sensitive, VERY short lived. Leave the large droplet sprayers at home! 
High Field capacity a must for effective use.  
 
Minimum coverage: 
Uptime/High Productivity 
Residue management 
Spray material viability  
Abrasiveness of materials (DE) 
 
Section 2: Sprayer Technology:  

 Nozzle booms- flat fan nozzles.  Most common type of sprayer. Poor canopy penetration with 
high variation leads to frustrating results on canopy sprays, highly susceptible to wear and 
clogging. Best for:  dilute, non- coverage sensitive materials.  

 Turbojet and Floodjet nozzles reduce clogging issues 
 Use smallest nozzle and highest pressure you can to optimize coverage 

 
Air assisted spraying : superior internal canopy coverage, varying degrees of being able to handle 
organic materials that are non-water like. Many technologies highly clog resistant, watch for small 
tubing size! 

 
Air shear nozzles (Agtec type machines) and air atomizing also generally tolerate variations in spray 
consistency well. Requires less filtration, clog resistant. 
 
Rotary Atomizers: known for being able to spray anything that flows, fine droplet spectra. Can be less 
effective at high rotation speeds when spraying eggs and nematodes 

 
Pumping and metering technology: 
Centrifugal pumps: mid-range pressure 
Pros: simple and consistent, commonly available and well understood 
Relatively inexpensive 
Cons: highly susceptible to abrasive damage 
May have difficulty with thick or chunky materials 
Limited pressure range (generally below 85 PSI) limits rate control potential 
High internal shear can damage some spray materials and live organisms 



Self-cleaning filters: 
Bypass some of the pumped water back to the tank to wash filter screen. Increases time between chem. 
Filter services 
 
Chemical Eductors: 
Helps in Mixing that tough stuff 
 
Peristaltic metering: 
Positive displacement, virtually infinite flow rate adjustment 
Pump is flowmeter.  
Generally for pressures below 20 PSI, can be use with floodjet type nozzles, air shear, air atomizing, and 
rotary atomizers 
Able to pass solids as large as ¼”  
Very gentle on live organisms. 
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Meeting the Challenges of Meeting the Challenges of 
Spraying Organic Spraying Organic 

Materials.Materials.
Mark Ledebuhr, Mark Ledebuhr, 

Ledebuhr Industries, IncLedebuhr Industries, Inc
GL Expo 2009 GL Expo 2009 

Quick overview of the talkQuick overview of the talk

1)1) The issuesThe issues
2)2) Review of some technology Review of some technology 

innovationsinnovations
3)3) Review of some of the more Review of some of the more 

difficult materials used by difficult materials used by 
organic growersorganic growers

The Issues:The Issues:

Getting adequate Getting adequate Minimum Minimum 
coverage:coverage:
Uptime/High ProductivityUptime/High Productivity
R id  t/ t i iR id  t/ t i iResidue management/stainingResidue management/staining
Spray material viability Spray material viability 
Abrasiveness of materials (DE)Abrasiveness of materials (DE)

Review of some technology Review of some technology 
innovationsinnovations

Nozzle boomsNozzle booms-- flat fan nozzles.  Most flat fan nozzles.  Most 
common type of sprayer. Poor canopy common type of sprayer. Poor canopy 
penetration with high variation leads to penetration with high variation leads to 
frustrating results on canopy sprays, frustrating results on canopy sprays, 
highly susceptible to wear and clogging  highly susceptible to wear and clogging  highly susceptible to wear and clogging. highly susceptible to wear and clogging. 
Best for:  dilute, nonBest for:  dilute, non-- coverage sensitive coverage sensitive 
materials. materials. 
Turbojet and Floodjet nozzles reduce Turbojet and Floodjet nozzles reduce 
clogging issuesclogging issues
Use smallest nozzle and highest pressure Use smallest nozzle and highest pressure 
you can to optimize coverageyou can to optimize coverage

Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations

Air assisted spraying: Air assisted spraying: 
Superior internal canopy coverage, Superior internal canopy coverage, 
varying degrees of being able to varying degrees of being able to 
handle organic materials that are handle organic materials that are gg
nonnon--water like. Many technologies water like. Many technologies 
highly clog resistant, watch for small highly clog resistant, watch for small 
tubing size!tubing size!
Allows smaller droplet size with Allows smaller droplet size with 
reduced risk of driftreduced risk of drift

Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations

A few examplesA few examples
of air assistedof air assisted
sprayers:sprayers:
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Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations
Air shear nozzles (Agtec type machines) Air shear nozzles (Agtec type machines) 
and air atomizing also generally tolerate and air atomizing also generally tolerate 
variations in spray consistency well. variations in spray consistency well. 
Requires less filtration, clog resistant.Requires less filtration, clog resistant.
Rotary Atomizers: known for being able to Rotary Atomizers: known for being able to Rotary Atomizers: known for being able to Rotary Atomizers: known for being able to 
spray anything that flows, fine droplet spray anything that flows, fine droplet 
spectra. Can be less effective at high spectra. Can be less effective at high 
rotation speeds when spraying eggs and rotation speeds when spraying eggs and 
nematodes nematodes 
Air booms most like a traditional sprayer, Air booms most like a traditional sprayer, 
simplest implementationsimplest implementation

Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations-- Pumps Pumps 
and Metering Technologyand Metering Technology

Centrifugal pumps: midCentrifugal pumps: mid--range pressurerange pressure
Pros: simple and consistent, commonly available Pros: simple and consistent, commonly available 
and well understoodand well understood
Relatively inexpensiveRelatively inexpensive
Cons: highly susceptible to abrasive damageCons: highly susceptible to abrasive damage
May have difficulty with thick or chunky materialsMay have difficulty with thick or chunky materials
Not positive displacementNot positive displacement
Limited pressure range (generally below 85 PSI) Limited pressure range (generally below 85 PSI) 
limits rate control potentiallimits rate control potential
High internal shear can damage High internal shear can damage 
some spray materials and some spray materials and 
live organismslive organisms

Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations-- Pumps Pumps 
and Metering Technologyand Metering Technology

Peristaltic metering:Peristaltic metering:
Positive displacement, virtually Positive displacement, virtually 
infinite flow rate adjustmentinfinite flow rate adjustment
Pump is the flowmeter. Pump is the flowmeter. pp
Generally for pressures < 20 PSI, can be use with Generally for pressures < 20 PSI, can be use with 
floodjet type nozzles, air shear, air atomizing, floodjet type nozzles, air shear, air atomizing, 
and rotary atomizersand rotary atomizers
Able to pass solids as large as ¼” Able to pass solids as large as ¼” 
Very gentle on live organisms.Very gentle on live organisms.

Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations-- Pumps Pumps 
and Metering Technologyand Metering Technology

Piston and diaphragm pumps:Piston and diaphragm pumps:
High pressure capable for broad rate High pressure capable for broad rate 
changeschanges
Generally resistant to abrasive wearGenerally resistant to abrasive wearGenerally resistant to abrasive wearGenerally resistant to abrasive wear
Can have difficulty with sticky, thick and Can have difficulty with sticky, thick and 
chunky materials (valve sticking)chunky materials (valve sticking)
High shear forces andHigh shear forces and
pressure changes may pressure changes may 
damage living organismsdamage living organisms

Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations-- SelfSelf--
Cleaning FiltersCleaning Filters

A portion of the pumped material is A portion of the pumped material is 
rere--circulated back to the tank, circulated back to the tank, 
washing the screen and keeping it washing the screen and keeping it 
clearclearclear.clear.
Much longer Much longer 
periods betweenperiods between
service!service!

Technology InnovationsTechnology Innovations-- Chemical Chemical 
EductorsEductors

Amazing mixing of difficult materials Amazing mixing of difficult materials 
using line water pressureusing line water pressure

Reduces operator Reduces operator Reduces operator Reduces operator 
exposureexposure

Gets you back to the Gets you back to the 
field fasterfield faster
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Organic spray materialsOrganic spray materials

Group 1: the thick and chunky crewGroup 1: the thick and chunky crew

Fish emulsionFish emulsion
Seaweed emulsionsSeaweed emulsions
Compost teasCompost teas
Foliar fertilizersFoliar fertilizers
Tank mixes of all the aboveTank mixes of all the above

Organic Materials: Thick and Organic Materials: Thick and 
ChunkyChunky

Issues: Issues: 
Thick and chunkyThick and chunky
Tendency to Congeal, temperature Tendency to Congeal, temperature 

itiitisensitivesensitive
Using adequate water to deliver may Using adequate water to deliver may 
result in high losses in dilute runoffresult in high losses in dilute runoff

Organic MaterialsOrganic Materials
Oils and SaltsOils and Salts

Issues: Issues: 
Uniform Droplet distribution criticalUniform Droplet distribution critical-- may may pp yy
cause phytotoxicity in extreme cause phytotoxicity in extreme 
concentrationsconcentrations-- “spraying to drip” “spraying to drip” 
NonNon-- waterwater--like solutions change like solutions change 
performance of spray nozzles, cause performance of spray nozzles, cause 
calibration irregularities (oil and watercalibration irregularities (oil and water--
salad dressing)salad dressing)

Organic MaterialsOrganic Materials

Live organismsLive organisms
Insect Eggs Insect Eggs 
NematodesNematodes
Friendly bacteria and fungi (BT, Friendly bacteria and fungi (BT, 
Serenade)Serenade)
Viruses (GypViruses (Gyp--Chek)Chek)

Organic Materials: Live organismsOrganic Materials: Live organisms

Issues: Issues: 
live organisms are fragile! Highly live organisms are fragile! Highly 
susceptible to shear and rupture. susceptible to shear and rupture. 
Do not work well with: piston and Do not work well with: piston and 
diaphragm pumps (high shear as fluid diaphragm pumps (high shear as fluid diaphragm pumps (high shear as fluid diaphragm pumps (high shear as fluid 
passes through pump valves.) High passes through pump valves.) High 
pressure systems, very small nozzlespressure systems, very small nozzles
Generally work well with: Floodjet and Generally work well with: Floodjet and 
Turbo style nozzles, air shear/air Turbo style nozzles, air shear/air 
atomizing, cup style rotary atomizers*, atomizing, cup style rotary atomizers*, 
single stage rotary atomizers single stage rotary atomizers 

Comparison between the three tested liquid atomizersLiquid Liquid 
atomizeratomizer

ConditionsConditions

VMDVMD
[η][η]

VolumVolum
e ratee rate
[[l/hal/ha]]

Flow Flow 
raterate
[[l/mil/mi
nn]]

Viability reduction Viability reduction 
[%][%]

type/rptype/rp
mm

PressuPressu
rere

[[kPakPa]]

T. T. 
BrassicaBrassica
host host 
eggseggs

E. E. 
FormosaFormosa
loose loose 
pupapupa

Proptec Proptec 
Rotary Rotary 
atomizeratomizer

10001000

5050
(7.5 PSI)(7.5 PSI)

180180

200200 1.301.30

6.56.5 10.910.9
20002000 123123 10.010.0 15.315.3
30003000 9292 11.611.6 23.123.1

External External TT 11003TT 11003 102102 149149 0.560.56 10.410.4 11.511.5

El-Sayed Sehsah 
Gerhard Albert 

Siegfried Kleisinger

Results and discussion

mixingmixing
twintwin--fluid fluid 
nozzlenozzle

5050
(7.5 PSI)(7.5 PSI)

TT 11004TT 11004 144144 197197 0.740.74 8.98.9 8.78.7
TT 11005TT 11005 163163 267267 1.001.00 5.65.6 5.85.8

Flat fan Flat fan 
nozzlenozzle

XR 8003XR 8003

100100
(15 PSI)(15 PSI)

219219 232232 0.870.87 11.911.9 13.313.3
XR 8004XR 8004 251251 283283 1.061.06 10.910.9 15.015.0
XR 8005XR 8005 288288 339339 1.271.27 5.15.1 12.312.3
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Organic MaterialsOrganic Materials
Diatomaceous EarthDiatomaceous Earth

“tiny swords of pure slicon”“tiny swords of pure slicon”
Excellent insecticide/miticideExcellent insecticide/miticide
Ideal dusted  but careful with Ideal dusted  but careful with Ideal dusted, but careful with Ideal dusted, but careful with 
worker protection issuesworker protection issues
Massively abrasive to centrifugal Massively abrasive to centrifugal 
pumps, nozzles!pumps, nozzles!

Organic MaterialsOrganic Materials
Clays (Kaolinite, Clays (Kaolinite, 
bentonite, others)bentonite, others)

Mixing is criticalMixing is critical--
consider eductorconsider eductor
Foaming in tank can be a se e e p oblemFoaming in tank can be a se e e p oblemFoaming in tank can be a severe problemFoaming in tank can be a severe problem--
minimize air entrainmentminimize air entrainment
Agitation is importantAgitation is important
Dilute spray may be Dilute spray may be 
necessary depending necessary depending 
on your equipmenton your equipment

Organic MaterialsOrganic Materials

Pheremones!Pheremones!
Mating disruption is the wave of the Mating disruption is the wave of the 
future for insect controlfuture for insect control
M l l  h i  th  iM l l  h i  th  iMolecules heavier than airMolecules heavier than air
Application timing criticalApplication timing critical
Best sprayed in the tops of the Best sprayed in the tops of the 

treestrees

Organic Materials MEC pheremoneOrganic Materials MEC pheremone

2001 OFM results with sprayable microencapsulated Pheremone 
at MSU, Stelinski et al.

Conclusion:Conclusion:

Technology CAN make a difference, Technology CAN make a difference, 
and help make your applications and help make your applications 
more successful!more successful!

Thank You: Thank You: 
Sehsah AlSehsah Al--Sayed, Univertitat Sayed, Univertitat 
Hohenhiem; Lucas Stelinski IFAS; Hohenhiem; Lucas Stelinski IFAS; 
Richard LedebuhrRichard Ledebuhr


